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Magneto-optic spectra and the dielectric tensor elements of bismuth-substituted iron garnets at
photon energies between 2.2—5.2 eV
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Optical and magneto-optical measurements have been performed at room temperature on both polycrystalline
samples and thin single-crystal films of bismuth-substituted iron garnets. Kerr rotation, ellipticity, and
reflectivity are given for polycrystalline samples of composition Y, „Bi„Fe,O» {0& x & 1) between 2.0 and S.2
eV (wavelengths between 0.6 and 0.24 p,m). The absorption and the Faraday rotation and ellipticity of
epitaxial films with 0 & x & 0.5 were measured up to 3.5 eV. The experimental results have been used to
calculate the diagonal and off-diagonal elements of the dielectric tensor at optical frequencies. Strong magneto-

optic active transitions have been found at 2.8, 3.3, 4.1, and 4.9 eV, apart from the weaker crystal-field
transitions. The bands at 2.8 and 3.3 have been studied in more detail: The oscillator strengths and splittings
due to spin-orbit coupling were calculated, both increase with bismuth substitution. The large splitting of the
band at 3.3 eV for the bismuth-substituted compounds is concluded to be the origin of the anomalous Faraday
rotation of these compounds. The assignment of these bands in terms of an energy level scheme is discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Substitution of bismuth ions in yttrium and rare-
earth iron garnets (R, Fe,O») enhances strongly the
Faraday and Kerr rotation in the visible'~ and near
infrared. ' This seemed at variance with the idea
that these magneto-optic effects could be explained
by optical transitions involving only the iron and
oxygen ions and lead therefore to new investiga-
tions of the optical transitions above 3 eV in these
materials. '

A first step in such investigations should be the
calculation of the elements of the dielectric tensor
& at optical frequencies' from optical observables
such as reflection, Kerr rotation, etc. These ten-
sor elements are functions of the matrix elements
of optical transitions and the spin-orbit splitting of
excited states. Therefore, the main purpose of
this work is to establish the elements of & for bis-
muth-substituted iron garnets at photon energies up
to 5 eV. Most previous work consisted of absorp-
tion and Faraday-rotation measurements on iron
garnets without bismuth in the region below 2. 5 eV
and the elements of e for unsubstituted Y3Fe,O»
(YIG)." No determination of the dielectric tensor
elements of the bismuth-substituted iron garnets
has been reported so far.

In the present work magneto-optical data are de-
rived from two sets of experiments. In the first,
Kerr-rotation, -ellipticity, and -reflection mea-
surements are performed on a series of polycrys-
talline samples of Y~ „Bi„Fe,O, z (0 &x &1). From
these data the tensor elements &p and &i are deter-
mined between 2. 5 and 5 eV. Secondly, the Fara-
day rotation and ellipticity and absorption of thin
single-crystal films of Ys „Bi„Fe,0~2 (x(0. 5) grown
on Gd3Ga, O» substrates are determined. By com-
bining the results of the two types of experiments

it is possible to determine with high accuracy the
optical and magneto-optical constants from 1.8-5
eV.

The results should be interpreted in terms of an
energy-level scheme of the iron garnets, which is
done in Sec. VID, where special attention is given
to intervalence transitions.

II. MAGNETO-OPTIC EFFECTS AND THE DIELECTRIC
TENSOR

We will discuss briefly the relations between the
observed magneto-optic quantities and the dielec-
tric tensor elements, which are used in the analy-
sis of the experimental data. More extended treat-
ments can be found in Ref. 8.

The propagation of electromagnetic waves in a
material can be described by the electric and mag-
netic permeability tensors & and p, . At optical fre-
quencies p may be taken equal to unity. For a
geometry with a cubic material and a magnetization
parallel to the z axis, the dielectric tensor has the
form

Ep +ski 0

—$6) 6p 0

0 0

All elements have a real and imaginary part:

E~ = &~ +SC~

The diagonal element &p is related to the normal
refractive index n and the normal extinction coef-
ficient k by

2~/ = qpI~

The off-diagonal element is related to the refractive
indices ~, and the extinction coefficients k, of right
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(+) and left (-) circularly polarized radiation (RCP
and LCP) by

(n, —n ) + i(k, —k ) = ey/Eo (3)

The Faraday rotation 6~ which is half the phase
difference between the RCP and LCP waves equals

The Faraday ellipticity g~ is proportional to the
difference in absorption of the RCP and LCP waves:

Reversely, e& and c," can be expressed in terms of
the observable quantities

&,
' = (~/~)(ne, —kq,),

~,
"=(~/~)(ke, +nq„) .

(6)

(f)

The Kerr rotation y~ equals half the difference
between the phase shifts of RCP and LCP light af-
ter reflection and can be shown to be

W„=-,(q, -y ) =1m
f'+ +'y-

where x, =z,e'"+ are the complex reflection coef-
ficients. We have assumed that

(r, r)/(r—.+~ ) «1 .
The Kerr ellipticity equals the ratio of minimum
and maximum amplitude of the reflected light:

gz —— ——Re
+x x +x

&,
' and &,

" can be expressed in y~ and g~:

c,' = —y z (3n'k —k' —k) —qz (ns —3n'k —n),

e,"=q „(n —3nk —n) —qr(3n k —k' —k) .
(10)

(11)

III. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A. Samples

As mentioned in the Introduction both polycrys-
talline samples and epitaxially grown single-crys-
tal films were used in the experiments.

The preparation of the polycrystalline materials
of Y, „Bi„Fe,O» is described extensively in Ref.
10. Briefly, cylindrical disks of -2 cm diameter
and a few mm thick were prepared by the standard
ceramic techniques of milling and sintering. Since
the samples were used for reflection experiments,
special care was taken to obtain undamaged sur-
faces. Therefore, the materials were Syton pol-
ished and annealed afterwards.

The preparation of the bismuth-containing-iron-
garnet films by liquid-phase epitaxy (LPE) is de-
scribed in Ref. 11. Most measurements were per-

formed on films of Y3 „Bi„Fe,O» on Gd3Ga, O» sub-
strates with x ~ 0.3. Higher bismuth concentrations
could be realized in rare-earth iron garnets with
small rare-earth ions. » Therefore, measurements
were also done on a film of Y,.,Lu& 4Bio, Fe,O».
For the present experiments films were chosen for
which the incorporation of Pb from the flux was kept
as low as possible by choosing proper growth rates.
Since the transmission and Faraday-rotation mea-
surements were performed at short wavelengths
(down to 330 nm) films of about 0. 1 pm thickness
were necessary. Some films were thinned down to
the desired thickness by argon-ion sputtering.

B. Optical measurements

Both Faraday- and Kerr-effect measurements
were performed with polarization modulation tech-
niques allowing a determination of the rotation an-
gles with an accuracy of better than 0.001 . The
apparatus for the Kerr-effect measurements was
similar to that described earlier, "but modified to
extend the spectral range into the uv. A 450-W
xenon arc lamp was used as light source and Gian
Thompson prisms with air gaps as polarizers. Be-
low 300 nm a Philips Solar Blind photomultiplier
was employed as detector to eliminate stray light
from the visible region. This allowed accurate
measurements down to 240 nm to be performed.

The ellipticity measurements (both Faraday and

Kerr) as a function of wavelength were done using
a Soleil-Babinet compensator.

Since the surfaces of all samples were rather
large (&1 cm2) the reflection measurements could
be performed on a Beckman DK 2A spectrophotom-
eter with a reflectance accessory. It was antici-
pated that at very short wavelengths (240 nm) the
measured reflection coefficients could be too low
due to surface irregularities. To correct for this
effect the samples were covered after the measure-
ments with an evaporated layer of aluminum. The
reflection of this Al layer was then compared with
that of a specular mirror of evaporated Al on glass.
The necessary corrections however, were never
larger than 10%.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Kerr effect

Figures 1 and 2 show the results of Kerr-rota-
tion and -elbpticity measurements on the polycrys-
talline samples of Y~ „Bi„Fe,O, z (0 ~x -1). The
data were taken between 1.8 and 5. 2 eV in a satu-
rating magnetic field of 2 kOe and are displayed as
double rotations and ellipticities, i. e. , y =yr(M)
—yl, (- M) =2@», where M is the magnetization. The
rotation shows positive or negative peaks when the
ellipticity passes through zero and vice versa in
accordance with the Kramers-Kronig relations.
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FIG. 1. Kerr-rotation spectra of polycrystalline
Y3 „Bi„Fe)O)2.
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The results for YIG (x =0) are similar to those ob-
tained by Kahn et ai. , ' but some structure at photon
energies below 3 eV is resolved better in the pres-
ent curves. Some of the sharp peaks in YIG disap-
pear gradually when the bismuth substitution is in-
creased. The most remarkable effect, however, is
the strong increase of the Kerr rotation near 2. 7
and 3.7 eV and the Kerr ellipticity near 2. 4 and

3.4 eV.
B. Reflectivity data

The results for the straight ref lectivity mea-
surements between 1.8 and 5. 5 eV on these poly-
crystalline samples are shown in Fig. 3. These
data were used to calculate the optical constants n
and k and the diagonal elements of the dielectric
tensor so+iso" [cf. Eqs. (2) and (3)] with the aid of
a Kramers-Kronig analysis related to that sug-
gested first by Boessler. ' For this method one
needs as input data (i) the ref lectivity data over a
wide photon energy range and (ii) at two wavelengths
in this interval the value of the phase angle 8 of the
complex (amplitude) reflection coefficient

Wae",

which is related to the optical constants n, k, and
R by

1.0—
1-R k

8 = arcsin 2va n
(12)
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FIG. 2. Kerr-ellipticity spectra of polycrystalline
YS„„Bi„Fe501g.

FIG. 4. Diagonal elements eo' and eo" of the dielectric
tensor of Y3 „Bi„Fe50&2.
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FIG. 5. Off-diagonal tensor elements e&' and e&" for
Y3 „Bi,Fe,O&» for x = 0 and x = 0.25.

In a first approximation fairly accurate values of
eo and et' (or, equivalently n and k) can be obtained
by taking A = 0 and thus 6 = 0 at two photon energies
below the absorption edge, at 1.9 and 2. 3 eV. We
could improve on this first approximation by using
for k at 1.9 and 2. 3 eV values estimated from our
transmission data on thin films. The spectra of
&0 and Eo resulting from the Kramers-Kronig
analysis are shown in Fig. 4.

C. Off-diagonal elements

From the values of g and Eo" and the measured
Kerr effects the off-diagonal elements E,

' and cg'

were calculated using Eqs. (2), (3), (10), and (11).
The results are shown in Fig. 5 for x =0 and x

-4

2,5 3.0 3.5
energy (eVj

FIG, 7, Faraday-rotation spectra of LPE films of
bismuth-substituted YIG, x = molar fraction bismuth.

=0.25 and in Fig. 6 for x =0. 8 and x = 1.0. In YIG
we note clear extrema of c,' at 2. 8, 4. 1, and 4. 9
eV, and a number of weaker structures. When bis-
muth is added &', increases, especially near 2. 4
and 3.3 eV where new peaks develop. For x =1.0,
E', reaches a peak value of 0. 18 at about 3.3 eV
compared with &,'=0. 02 for x=0. Near 2. 4 eV,
changes from 0 to —0. 10 and near 4 eV from —0.05
to 0.08 when x goes from 0 to 1.0. It may be noted
that for YIG the results agree well with those of
Kahn et al. ' The small discrepancy can be attrib-
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FIG. 6. Off-diagonal tensor elements &( and &&" for
Y3 „Bi,Fe50&» for x =0. 8 and x=1.0.

FIG. 8. Faraday-ellipticity spectra of I,PE films of
bismuth-substituted YIG, x = molar fraction bismuth.
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Film composition

Y3Fe)oi2

Y2,gBip iFe)Oi2

Y2.6Bio.3Puo. i Fe5Oi2

Yi,pLu1, 4B o.5Pbp i Fe&O f g

Indication in
figures and text

x=0 1

x=0, 3

x=o. 5

~Made from a 1.ead-free flux, see Ref. 5.

TABLE I. Composition of garnet films grown by
l.iquid-phase epitaxy and used in the experiments.
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uted to the more accurate values of the present re-
flection data.

D. Thin-film measurements

The Faraday rotation and ellipticity of four thin
iron-garnet films are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. The
composition of these LPE films are given in Table
I. The data have been corrected for the rotation
from the substrate and for the influence of the re-
flections at the film-air and film-substrate inter-
faces. The Faraday-rotation data for YIG up to 2

eV are in good agreement with those reported ear-
lier by Wettling et al. " The bismuth substitution
leads in the Faraday-rotation spectra to the de-
velopment of two new peaks at, respectively, 2. 4
and 3.3 eV. At the latter photon energy a maxi-
mum rotation of about 20'/pm was observed for
x=0. 5, which is the highest value reported so far
for ferric oxides. The absorption spectra of the
films are shown in Fig. 9. Two effects are ob-
served in these spectra: (i) two absorption maxima
exist near 2. 8 and 3.4 eV for all films and (ii) the
absorption increases noticeably with increasing bis-
muth substitution. In Fig. 10 the k values of the
pure YIG film are compared with those resulting
from the Kramers-Kronig analysis of the polycrys-
talline YIG sample. Sharp crystal-field absorp-

0.8

iRON

WITH

06 BISM

FIG. 10. Comparison of the extinctio~ coefficients of
polycrystalline (-—-) and expitaxially grown Y3Fe&Oi&.
The data for the polycrystalline sample were obtained
from a Kramers-Kronig analysis of ref lectivity data.

tions are observed in the transmission experiments
on the thin film at 2.46, 2. 56, 2. 66, and 2. 79 eV
(see inset of Fig. 10) which are not found by the
Kramers-Kronig analysis, but for the broad and
intensive maxima the agreement is very good.

With the aid of the Faraday-rotation and -ellip-
ticity measurements of Figs. '? and 8 and the re-
sults of absorption and reflection measurements,
the off-diagonal elements Ei and Ei of the garnet
films were calculated using Eqs. (6) and (7). The
results are shown in Figs. 11 and 12. In Fig. 13
we compare again the c, spectra for the pure YIG
film with the E, spectra resulting from Kerr-effect
measurements on polycrystalline YIG. It is satisfy-
ing that the results obtained by different experimen-
tal techniques and on polycrystalline materials and
LPE films show such good agreement. This in-
dicates that data such as given in Fig. 13 form a
reliable experimental basis for an analysis of the
energy-level spectrum of YIG.

In Fig, 13 we have also indicated the centers of
optical transitions as they follow from the magneto-
optical measurements; these will be discussed fur-
ther in Sec. V.

For the bismuth-substituted films the same trend
is observed as for the polycrystalline samples viz.
the development of a strong positive peak at 3.3 eV
and a weaker at 2.4 eV. No detailed quantitative
comparison between bismuth-containing films and
polycrystalline materials is possible since they do
not have exactly the same compositions.

C
O

~ 0.2
C

X
Cp

4.02.5 3.0 3,5
energy (eV )

FIG. 9. Extinction coefficient k versus photon energy
for LPE films of bismuth-substituted YIG.

V. MICROSCOPIC THEORY OF THE DIELECTRIC
TENSOR

The spectra of the diagonal (e,) and off-diagonal
(c,) terms of the dielectric tensor as presented in
Sec. IV allow an interpretation of the experimen-
tal results in terms of a microscopic theory which
relates &, and &, to energy-level splittings and
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FIG. 11. The off-diagonal tensor element e( for thin
films of bismuth-substituted YIG, calculated with the
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transition probabilities. We will consider two types
of optical transitions.

A. Type I: double transitions

Consider first a spin- and electric-dipole-allowed
transition between an orbital singlet ground state
and an excited state which is split by the combined
effect of exchange field and spin-orbit coupling. To
these transitions, often referred to as "double tran-
sitions, " belong spin-allowed charge transfer bands.
It can be shown' that for these transitions E, be-

10

-0,02
2.5 3.0 3.5

energy (eV)
4.0

haves as

'f L ( o-")'- o+2il'o( o- )
2~o I.("o —")'+~o]' (13)

& is the separation between the levels because of
spin-orbit coupling, +p and I'p are the center fre-
quency and halfwidth at half-height of the transi-
tion, and it is assumed that &«&o. &&

——4»e /m,
where e and m are the electronic charge and mass
and N is the number of octahedral Fe3' ions per
cm'. f is the oscillator strength defined as f
= (2m&o/I-e') IP,'I', where P,

" is the electric dipole
matrix element, between ground and excited state.
L is the Lorentz-I orenz local field correction
which equals [(n'+2)/3]2.

The real part of &, shows a bell-shaped behavior
passing through zero at = p + I". The imaginary
part &,

" shows a dispersive behavior around p.
These shapes, illustrated in Fig. 14, are often
referred to as "diamagnetic behavior" for histori-
cal reasons. '~ At = p &g =0 and e,' has a maxi-
mum value

FIG. 13. Comparison of the off-diagonal dielectric
tensor elements &&' and &&" calculated from transmission
measurements on a thin film {Figs. 7-11) and from re-
flection measurements on a polycrystalline sample of
Y3Fe50&2 {Fig. 3). The en.ergie s where charge transfer
{CT) or crystal field {d-d) transitions occur are indicated
by arrows.

(&g) = —(~,'&fl /2~or o) ~ (14)

I

2.5 3.0
energy (e V I

3.5

The diagonal elements &p show also a resonant be-
havior around p, The imaginary part E()' shows a
maximum at &=p given by

FIG. 12. The off-diagonal tensor element &&" for thin
films of bismuth-substituted YIG. (&t )mm = ~pfl-/2~os o .
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frequency frequency

FIG. 14. The calculated spectra of ei' and &i" for a so-called double transition with a "diamagnetic" line shape (type I)
and for a so-called single transition with a "paramagnetic" line shape (type II).

B. Type II: single transitions

The second type of transitions are the so-called
"single transitions. " In this case neither the ground
state nor the final state are split but the oscillator
strengths f' and f for, respectively, RCP and LCP
light are different. Examples of type-II transitions
are the spin- and electric-dipole-forbidden crystal-
field transitions of Fe ' ions.

A specific example of this effect has been treated
by Clogston. " The contribution to &, for such a
band can be shown to be

~~fdfL ~(~0 —M —I"0) +i?'0(~0 + & + I'0)
[(Qp + Qp I2)~ y 4(g)2I 2]

where the fractional dichroism df is defined as

(17)

For these type-II transitions the real part &,
' has a

dispersive shape around ~ = 0 and &,
" a dissipative

behavior. Both are illustrated in Fig. 14. The
&', curve is often referred to as the "paramagnetic"
shape. The marked difference in the shape between
type-I and type-II transitions is useful for interpre-
tation of experimental spectra. At = o, &,

' =0
and q,

" has a maximum value

d L
(do

VI. DISCUSSION

A. Single transitions below 3.5 eV

With the aid of the previous summary we investi-
gate the spectra of q& and E,", starting with those
of unsubstituted YIG below 3. 5 eV as shown in Fig.
13. We observe three type-II (single) transitions
at 2. 56, 3.12, and 3.40 eV. In Table II the es-
sential data of all crystal-field transitions are
summarized, as derived from the formulas given
above.

TABLE II, Measured and calculated properties of single transitions below
3. 5 eV.

Transition
energy
A-. ~ (eV)

2. 46

2. 56

2, 66

2. 79

3.12

3.40

Type of transition

'A -4ri 2

6A, -4E, 4A,

6 4 4
Aig Eg, Aig

-4T
' ig 2g

Rotation.
(&i")

—0, 004

+0, 008

+0, 009

Width
I (eV)

0, 04

0, 09

0. 09

Absorption

0, 04

Fr aetio nal

dichroism
df

0. 0

0, 1

0, 0

0, 0
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TABLE III. Measured and calculated properties of the absorption band I at 2. 8 ev in iron
garnets for various bismuth contents.

Bismuth
content

Absorption
«O )m~

Width
I' (eV)

Oscillator
strength f

Rotation
(e &')

Split ting
~ (eV)

Normalized increases

+Bi
(eV)

x=0 LPE
x=0 po1
x=0, 25 pol
x=0. 5 LPE
x=0. 8 pol
x=1.0 pol

0.26
0. 25
0. 34
0, 38
0.45
0. 46

0. 08
0. 09
0, 11
0. 12
0. 15
0. 17

1,2x10 3

1.4x10 '
2. 0xl0 3

2. 5x10 '
3, 7xl0 ~

4. 1 x10"3

0. 014
0, 014
0. 026
0, 030
0. 045
0. 050

0, 0043
0. 0049
0. 0084
0, 0095
0. 015
0. 019

0. 0040
0. 0036
0. 0040
0. 0042

(0. 009)
(0, 008)
0. 012
0. 016

LPE film.
Po].yc rystalline.

'f~i and D~, give the increases of f and 6, respectively, due to bismuth normalized for one
Bi ion per unit cell (see text).

Evidently only the transition A, - E, A.~ at
2. 56 eV is observed both in the rotation and ab-
sorption spectrum. This allows a calculation of
the fractional dichroism of this peak using formu-
las of Sec. V B. We estimate from the absorption
that (eo ) =0.04, which results in df =0. 1 after
applying Eq. (18). The transitions at 2. 46, 2. 66,
and 2. 79 have such small fractional dichroism df
that they are not observed as peaks in the magneto-
optic spectrum.

On the other hand, the peaks at 3.12 and 3.40 eV
have no clear analog in the absorption spectrum.

Wemple et al. and Scott et al. ' argue that in
this spectral region absorption bands are present
which cannot be observed as separate peaks, but
which result from a computer analysis of the spec-
trum. These bands however have widths of about
0.15 eV which is too high to be identified with the
rotational peaks at 2. 56 and 3.12 eV. We conclude
that these rotational peaks are from crystal-field
transitions which are not observed in absorption
spectra because they are situated on the steep wings
of other stronger transitions such as charge trans-
fer bands. The crystal-field transitions become
less distinguishable in both e, and &, spectra with
increasing Bi content (Figs. 4-6).

B. Double transitions

In the photon energy region below about 3.4 eV
some strong transitions can be distinguished in
both the eo and e, spectra (Figs. 4, 5, 9, and 13).

In the c, spectrum of YIG (Fig. 13) we distinguish
clearly a type-I transition at about 2. 8 eV. In the
spectrum of &0" we distinguish two broad maxima
corresponding to bands at 2. 8 and 3.4 eV which we
define as bands I and II, respectively. By analyz-
ing the &o curve we estimate for band I (eo") ~
=0.25 and the linewidth I" =0.09 eV and for band II
(et') = l. 1 and I' = 0.22 eV.

We associate the maximum of &,
' near 2. 8 eV

(Fig. 13) with the band I found in absorption (Figs.
4 and 9). From the observed value of (&,')
=0.014 we derive with Eqs. (14) and (15) a splitting
of the excited state of band I, 4 = 0.008 eV. For
band II, although intenser than band I, no corre-
sponding maximum of &,

' is observed. We conclude,
therefore, that in unsubstituted YIQ the splitting of
the excited state is essentially zero for band II at
3.4 eV. The essential data of bands I and II are
given in Tables III and IV. The results are ac-
curate within. about 20/q due to overlap effects.

The spectra of &o" and k for the bismuth-sub-
stituted samples (Figs. 4 and 9) shows a broaden-
ing and slight increase of oscillator strength for
bands I and II with increasing bismuth substitution.
No indication is found for the occurrence of a new
transition due to bismuth.

A drastic change occurs in the spectra of cy

(Figs. 5 and 6), the most striking effect being the
development of a strong peak in q,

' at about 3.3 eV.
This peak reaches a value of && =0.18 for x =1.0
compared with z,' =0.02 for x=0. The maximum
near 2. 8 eV, associated with band I, is still pres-
ent, but is observed only as a shoulder on the
strong peak near 3.3 eV for the higher Bi concen-
trations.

We associate the &,
' peak at 3.3 eV with absorp-

tion band II found in both YIG and Bi-substituted
YIG (Fig. 9). The differences in central fre|Iuency
between the eo" peak (-3.4 eV) and the &,

' peak (-3.3
eV) can be attributed to the influences of the wings
of other transitions.

In Tables III and IV we have summarized the data
calculated for all available samples at various bis-
muth concentrations. The bismuth substitution in-
creases the oscillator strengths and the splittings
of both bands, but the strongest effect is the in-
crease of the splitting of band II, which was negli-
gibly small for YIG.
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TABLE IV. Measured and calculated properties of absorption band II at 3 ~ 3 eU in iron garnets
with various bismuth contents.

Bismuth
content

Absorption width
I' (eU)

Oscillator
strength f

Botation Splitting
a (eV)

Normalized increases

+Bi
(eU)

x=0 LPE
x=0 pol"
x=0. 25 pol
x=0, 5 LI E
x=0. 8 pol
x=1.0 pol

1~ 02
1~ 1
1 ~ 1
1~ 02
1.0
1.2

0 ~ 20
0. 24
0 ~ 29
0. 30
0. 31
0. 32

0. 013
0. 016
0 ~ 020
0, 017
0 ~ 019
0, 023

0
0
0. 05
0. 09
0. 12
0. 18

0
0

0. 013
0, 029
0. 037
0. 048

0. 010
0. 012
0. 011
0. 010

0, 032
0. 062
0 ~ 059
0 ~ 057

'LPE film.
"Polycrystall inc.
'fB& and Dz& give the increases off and 4, respectively, due to bismuth normalized for one

bismuth ion (see text).

We have attempted to establish the bismuth effect
somewhat more quantitatively. From the foregoing
we derive that there are transitions (I and II) in
YIG which involve Fe ' ions for which the param-
eters f and 6 are changed when a bismuth ion is
present in the neighborhood of these Fe" ions, due
to some unknown interaction, e. g. , via the oxygen
ions.

The influence of Bi ' upon the oscillator strength
and splitting of such transitions can be expressed
as

f = (1 -Pro+I(fo+fsi»
X'=p (r,.y.,)(~, ~., ) (I -p)y, '. ,

(19)

(20)

where f' and ~o are the oscillator strength and

splitting without the influence of Bio', and fs, and

~~, are the increase of oscillator strength and

splitting due to the presence of Bi". p is the frac-
tion of ions involved in the transition which is in-
fluenced by Bi3', and is in a first approximation
proportional to the molar fraction x of Bi.

The values of fs, and ~s, are given in Tables
III and IV for bands I and II, respectively, assum-
ing p = —,'x, which is the case for O ions or Fepgg-

Fetetr pairs. The results are not meaningful for
the low bismuth concentrations (values between
brackets in Tables III and IV). For the higher bis-
muth concentrations the values of fs, and ~s, are
constant for the various samples. We can conclude
from Table II that the incorporation of a bismuth
ion close to the Fe" ions involved in transition I
leads to an increase of oscillator strength of fs,
=0.01 eV.

For band II these values are fo, =0.03 and ~s,.
=0.06 eV.

In the high-energy region of the E, spectrum of
YIG (Fig. 5) we note two broad peaks of a,

' of op-
posite sign at, respectively, 4. 1 and 4. 9 eV, which
have the characteristics of "double" transitions
(type I). In the eo spectrum (Fig. 4) in the same

energy region we observe only weak local maxima
of &0" as a result of strongly overlapping transitions
which lead to an absorption spectrum with a con-
tinuous character. The &', maxima will be the best
indications of the center of bands as far as a dis-
cussion in terms of separate bands is possible.
The halfwidth of both bands is between 0. 2 and
0.3 eV.

The e,' peak at 4. 1 eV increases strongly when
bismuth is substituted, from (e', ) =0.04 for x=0
to (af) ~=0.10 for x=1.0. Theband at 4. 9 in-
creases only weakly.

C. Behavior of e& at low photon energies

For photon energies below the absorption edge
(h&&2. 5 eV) the Faraday rotation 8~ is propor-
tional to the dielectric tensor element &,'. With the
aid of the spectra of &,

' given in Figs. 5 and 6 we
can now draw some conclusions about the transi-
tions which give the dominant contributions to these
"wings" of e,' and thus, to the Faraday rotation.

For the bismuth substituted garnets, &,
' below

2. 5 eV will have the dominant contribution from the
wing of band II at 3.3 eV and a smaller contribution
from band I (2. 8 eV). According to the theoretical
line shapes of double transitions as shown in Fig.
14, the curve of && for a positive peak at ~o will
show a secondary negative peak at about ~ = &0 —I'.
These negative peaks for bands I and II overlap and
form the observed negative peak in e', near 2. 5 eV
(Fig. 5). However, the observed magnitude of this
minimum at 2. 5 eV is larger than expected from the
theoretical line shape. This may be explained by
the following effect:

The behavior of e~ of a double transition depends
on splitting ~ and the line-shape function &o(~).
For a Lorentzian band Eq. (13) holds, but for an
arbitrary line shape the behavior of zz is described
by c'='(dao/d(u). In the neighborhood of 2. 5 eV,
the optical constants E'0 and &0 show a strong de-
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Fe(oct) Fe (tetr)

e (Fe

t„(Fe')

t, (Fe')
e(Fe')

valence ba valence band

FIG. 15. Energy-level scheme for Fe(oct) and Fe(tetr)
in iron garnets. .Solid arrows (IA, IIa) denote the lowest
oxygen-to-iron charge transfer transitions. Dashed ar-
rows (Ib, IIb) indicate the lowest intervalence transitions
within an Fe3'(oct)-Fe '(tetr) pair.

pendence on frequency, making &, larger than pre-
dicted from a symmetrical Lorentzian band. The
wavelength dependences of the optical constants
and Faraday rotation in this region are reminiscent
of those observed for semiconductors near the band
edge.

For unsubstituted YIG, E& is positive at low pho-
ton energies. This means that the main contribu-
tion comes from a transition at higher energy with
a negative peak of E', . Considering the Ej spectrum
for x =0 in Fig. 5, we conclude that this transition
must be the peak at 4. 1 eV. The contribution of
this peak will, of course, be offset partially by the
transitions at 4.9 and 2. 8 eV of the opposite sign.

Summarizing, the following conclusion concern-
ing the origin of the Faraday rotation in garnets can
be drawn from the present &j spectra: The major
origin of the Faraday rotation shifts from a band
at 4. 1 eV in unsubstituted YIG to a band at 3.3 eV
when bismuth is substituted. These two bands have
the opposite sign for the splitting of the excited
states.

D. Relation with the electronic energy-level scheme

In this section we discuss assignments of the
optical absorption of bands I (2. 8 eV) and II (3.3
eV).

Bands I and II have to be allowed transitions and
not Fe "crystal-field transitions. This follows from
the measured oscillator strength, linewidths, and
the behavior of the off-diagonal tensor elements.

We will consider two types of allowed transi-
tions (see Fig. 15): (i) The transition of an elec-
tron from oxygen to iron (Fe '+0 Fe '+0 ).

These transitions can have a band-band or an ex-
citonic character. (ii) The transition of an electron
from one iron ion to another (2Fe"- Fe2'+ Fe4').

Until now the oxygen-to-iron charge transfers
(i) have been considered by most authors'9 as the
origin of the strong absorption bands above -3 eV.
The final state of these transitions is the iron 3d
band, which consists of four "subbands" derived
from the octahedral iron t&(Fe2') and e~(Fe~') levels
and the tetrahedral e(Fe~') and t2(Fe~') levels. The

, lowest octahedral level is t@,(Fe2') and the lowest
tetrahedral level is e(Fe"). Consequently, the
lowest band I should be interpreted as a transition
to one of these two levels, which can be distin-
guished on the basis of their magneto-optical be-
havior, i.e. , their e, curves.

The excited electrons in the t&(Fe") level have
appreciable spin-orbit coupling which leads, in the
case of ferrimagnetic ordering, to a double transi-
tion of type I (cf. Sec. VA), whereas an electron in
the tetrahedral e band has, for symmetry reasons,
no spin-orbit splitting and the corresponding tran-
sitions will exhibit no maximum in E'~. In unsub-
stituted YIG, band I has a relatively large peak in
the a', curve, corresponding to a splitting ~ =0.005
eV and it should thus be assigned to the charge
transfer oxygen (2p)-t&(Fe"), and band II, with
the negligible splitting, to the transition oxygen
2p- e(Fe~'). In Fig. 15 a schematic energy-level
diagram is given in which these possible assign-
ments are indicated as Ia and IIa. The holes pres-
ent in the oxygen 2p band in the final states of these
transitions have spin-orbit couplings which are
very small compared with those of the electrons in
the t2 (Fe") orbitals. " This interpretation is sup-
ported by some results from a molecular-orbital
model for the ferric oxide compounds. According
to this model the lowest charge transfer of the
octahedral complex is the symmetry-forbidden
transition t&(v) tz (Fe ') whereas the lowest tetra-
hedral charge transfer is the allowed transition
t, (~)- e(Fe"). t, (v) and t, (v) are energy levels de-
rived mainly from oxygen 2p states near the top of
the valence band. This difference in transition
probability can explain the different oscillator
strength of band Ia and IIa.

This assignment is also in fair agreement with
the interpretations of spectra of ferric compounds
given by previous authors, but two aspects are not
satisfactory: The oscillator strengths are rather
low for charge transfer bands and the absorption
measurements of diluted Fe ' compounds' ' such
as Fe' in YGaG indicate that the typical strong
charge transfers occur above 4 eV, moreover, the
bands such as I and II have a concentration-depen-
dent oscillator strength. This favors assignments
to transitions involving more than one Fe3' ion.
Therefore, we consider now transitions (ii) between
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neighboring octahedral and tetrahedral Fe ' ions.
An attractive aspect of this interpretation is that
these Fe-Fe transitions are expected at lower en-
ergies than the oxygen-iron charge transfer, since
the Fe ' levels are thought to be situated above
the oxygen valence band. A certain overlap of wave
functions necessary for a transition probability is
consistent with the strong magnetic interactions.
Eight Fe-Fe transitions are possible. According
to the usual values of 10 Dq, charge transfer ener-
gies, and known valences of iron in oxygen sur-
roundings, the lowest valence transitions within an
Fe3"(oct)-Fes'(tetr) pair will be tz(Fe ') - t2.(Fe ')
and e, (Fe")- e(Fe~') {see Fig. 15).

These two transitions differ again with respectto
the splitting of the final state: The e.(Fe ') - e(Fe ')
transition will show no splitting since the electrons
or holes in orbitals with e(e~) symmetry will have
no spin-orbit splitting. The transition t~(Fes')- t&(Fe ') will show spin-orbit splitting since both
the hole in the t, (Fe'") orbital and the electron in the

tz.(Fe") orbital can contribute. Therefore, in the
context of this interpretation, band I will corre-
spond to the transition tz(Fe ') - tz (Fe") and band

11 to e (Fe")-e(Fe"). These transitions are de-
noted as Ib and IIb in Fig. 15. The assignment to
the lowest possible intervalence bands Ib and IIb is
supported by conductivity measurements ~ which

show that the electrical band gap of YIG is at 2. 8 eV.
In summarizing, we find that the bands below 4

eV can be explained both as oxygen-to-iron charge
transfers and as iron-iron charge transfers. It is
interesting that both interpretations have in common

that they assign band I as a transition to the octa-
hedral bands and band II as a transition to the tetra-
hedral bands; the main difference in the explanation

is the initial state of the electrons in the charge
transfer process. The concentration dependence
of the oscillator strengths of the bands favors the
interpretation as iron-iron charge transfers (lb,

IIb in Fig. 15).
The two bands at 4. 1 and 4. 9 eV, corresponding

with the negative and positive peak of &,', respec-
tively, are most likely due to charge transfers from
oxygen to Fe{oct)and Fe(tetr), respectively.

When bismuth is substituted into the garnet lattice
it is to be expected that the 6s and 6p (valence) or-
bitals of the rather covalent Bi ions mix with the

2p valence orbitals of the surrounding oxygen or-
bitals. A smaller mixing will also occur between

the iron Sd orbitals and the bismuth orbitals via the

intervening oxygen atoms.
This will have two effects: The oscillator

strengths of the transitions in YIG (e. g. , bands I

and II) will increase since they can derive intensity
from transitions involving the Bi ions, such as the
band 'So- P, at 4. 3 eV. In the second place, it is
to be expected that the spin-orbit coupling of the
mixed (oxygen-iron) states involved in the transi-
tions (see Fig. 15) will increase since the bismuth

6p orbitals have such a high spin-orbit coupling
(-2 ~ 1 eV) ~ This will lead to an increased split-
ting of the "double" transitions.

The additional spin-orbit splitting due to the bis-
muth ions is 0.01 eV for band I and 0.06 eV for
band II. These increases, although very important
for the magneto-optical rotation are still relatively
small compared to the values for the bismuth 6p
orbitals. As a consequence we do not need unreal-
istic high degrees of mixing of the wave functions
in order to explain the magneto-optic data.

1

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The present work gives a quantitative analysis
of the influence of bismuth upon the magneto-optic
rotations of iron garnets by analyzing both the oscil-
lator strengths and the spin-orbit coupling of two

important transitions.
The results are derived from measurements on

both polycrystalline materials and single-crystal
films, which show a good mutual agreement.

The calculated spectra of co and e, of Y,Fe,O»
and Y, „Bi„Fe,O» show that the optical transitions
at 2. 8 eV (I) and 3.3 eV (II) are mainly responsible
for the remarkable increase of the Faraday rota-
tion in the visible and near infrared on Bi substitu-
tion. The additional spin-orbit splitting for x = 1
has been determined to be 0.01 eV for band I and
0.05 eV for band II. The bands can be assigned to
electron charge transfer transitions between neigh-
boring octahedral and tetrahedral ions. An inter-
pretation as oxygen-iron charge transfer is also
possible and a further theoretical calculation of
transition probabilities of the spin- and electric-
dipole-allowed transitions in concentrated iron
garnets is urgently needed. In both models a rela-
tively small admixture of bismuth 6p orbitals into

oxygen 2p and iron 3d orbitals can account for the
increased spin-orbit splitting of these transitions
on bismuth substitution.
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